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Toward one-band superconductivity in MgB2
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~Received 12 August 2003; published 7 October 2003!

The two-gap model for superconductivity in MgB2 predicts that interband impurity scattering should be pair
breaking, reducing the critical temperature. This is perhaps the only prediction of the model that has not been
confirmed experimentally. It was previously shown theoretically that common substitutional impurities lead to
negligible interband scattering—if the lattice is assumed not to distort. Here we report theoretical results
showing that certain impurities can indeed produce lattice distortions sufficiently large to create measurable
interband scattering. On this basis, we predict that isoelectronic codoping with Al and Na will provide a
decisive test of the two-gap model.
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It is now widely accepted that MgB2 is a two-gap super-
conductor: its Fermi surface consists of two distinct she
characterized by strong and weak electron-phonon coup
respectively~see Ref. 1 for a review!. This view is supported
by numerous experiments probing either the larger or sma
gap, or both simultaneously. Experimental observation of
merging of the two gaps would constitute even stronger e
dence. Such a merging is expected, for example, from in
band scattering by impurities. Within the theory of multiba
superconductivity, interband scattering mixes the ‘‘wea
and ‘‘strong’’ Cooper pairs, averaging the order parame
and reducingTc .2 At small defect concentrations the su
pression ofTc should be linear, with the larger gap decrea
ing and the smaller gap increasing. The effect should be
nounced in samples with high defect concentrations,
despite the relatively low quality of many samples such
effect has not been observed. Indeed, some samples
high resistivity have nearly the same critical temperatures
clean single crystals. On the other hand, samples doped
carbon show both gaps decreasing but not merging, desp
considerable reduction inTc . Other types of intentiona
defects—whether from doping or irradiation—have a
failed to produce a merged gap. Even efforts to introdu
defects into MgB2 for the explicit purpose of inducing inter
band scattering and merging the two gaps have failed to
duce any observable effect.3–6

This apparent lack of evidence for a central prediction
the two-gap model is disturbing. In Ref. 7 it was shown th
interband scattering from substitutional impurities is inh
ently weak,if the lattice is assumed not to distort.This par-
tially explains the null results of current experimental effo
to induce pair breaking, but it does not address the possib
of pair breaking from impurities specifically chosen to ma
mize the interband scattering due to large lattice distortio
In this Brief Report we show that this strategy is likely
succeed and, by identifying a simple relationship betwe
impurity atoms and the resulting lattice distortions in MgB2,
suggest an impurity-doping protocol that will produce me
surable pair breaking—and thereby provide the final ‘‘smo
ing gun’’ evidence for the two-band model.

Hampering such investigations is the currently limited
sight into which defects are most effective in creating int
band scattering. Since the states at the Fermi level of M2
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are formed by the boron orbitals, one might expect impu
ties ~such as carbon! in the B planes to produce large inte
band scattering. This is not borne out experimentally: sub
tutional C impurities have only a weak effect on th
interband scattering.5 This finding had been anticipated the
retically as a consequence of the special symmetry prope
of the electronic states within thes band near theG point.7

The crucial point is that although impurities in the B pla
do have a strong effect on the electronic structure, they
not change the local point symmetry and therefore do
lead to significants2p scattering.

The situation can be quite different for substitutions in t
Mg plane, which may create out-of-plane distortions of
atoms in neighboring planes. Such relaxations do change
local point symmetry of nearby B atoms, mixing the in-pla
px,y and out-of-planepz orbitals, and for sufficiently large
disturbances can lead to significants2p scattering. Here we
demonstrate by first-principles calculations that this is inde
the case for certain substitutional impurities but
surprisingly—not for Mg vacancies. We predict that the i
terband scattering effects will be most pronounced for i
electronic co-doping with Na and Al, and that the effect
the superconducting properties should be detectable for
purity concentrations above 2%.

We used density-functional theory~DFT! to study the lat-
tice distortion created by Mg-plane substitutional impuriti
from groups I, II, and III, by a Mg vacancy, and by B-plan
C substitution. To model the distortion induced by sing
defects, we used 23232 supercells of bulk MgB2 ~and 3
3333 supercells for convergence checks!. Total energies
and forces were calculated using projector-augmented-w
potentials and the generalized-gradient approximation.9,10All
atomic positions were relaxed within the constraint of fix
~theoretical! bulk lattice parameters. The resulting displac
ments of the nearest-neighbor B atoms are given in Tab
Given the strong intraplanar covalent bonding, it is not s
prising that these displacements are dominated by the ou
plane componentdz, which ranges from20.04 Å ~for Be!
to 10.09 Å ~for K!; for C it is zero by symmetry.

The out-of-plane displacements for seven different imp
rities on the Mg site are plotted in Fig. 1. In a previo
related study, changes in interlayer spacing induced by
complete substitution of Al for Mg in a single plane we
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ascribed to electrostatic effects.11 We find no such correlation
betweendz and the formal valence of the impurity—for ex
ample, Be and Ca give displacements of opposite sign
spite having identical valence—and thus infer that elec
static effects are not important. On the other hand, Fig
shows that there is an excellent correlation betweendz and
the ionic radius of the impurity atom. Hence we conclu
that the out-of-plane displacement of B atoms by impur
atoms substituting for Mg is mostly a size effect.

In light of this, one might anticipate a Mg vacancy
produce a large inward displacement. Our DFT results rev
very different behavior: the vacancy creates a negligi
small displacement,dz,0.01 Å. This result is consisten
with the experimental fact that pair breaking is not observ
in low quality samples, which presumably contain many v
cancies. However, it is very different from the trend shown
Fig. 1. Indeed, if one naively considers the vacancy as
impurity of zero size, the predicted displacement is alm
twice that found for Be and Al, in sharp distinction to o
DFT result.

A simple model explains the surprisingly small displac
ment created by the Mg vacancy. We consider a MgB2 crys-
tal containing a single substitutional defectD ~either an im-
purity atom or a vacancy! in the Mg plane. Such a defect ha
12 nearest-neighbor B atoms, consisting of two hexago
rings. We consider the out-of-plane displacement of the

TABLE I. First-principles displacements of nearest-neighbor
atoms, in angstrom, induced by various substitutional impurit
Positive values indicate displacements away from the impurity.

Impurity Site In plane,dr Out of plane,dz

Be Mg 20.014 20.039
Al Mg 20.012 20.033
Sc Mg 10.012 20.008
C B 10.044 0
Li Mg 20.006 10.003
Vacancy Mg 20.005 10.008
Ca Mg 10.015 10.028
Na Mg 10.008 10.040
K Mg 10.024 10.092

FIG. 1. First-principles theoretical displacements of neare
neighbor B atoms around a substitutional impurity in the Mg pla
Ionic radii are from Ref. 8.
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atoms in these rings to arise from two opposing effects. T
first of these represents the change in covalent bondingbe-
tweenB planes. In the absence of any defects, the Mg2
interlayer spacingcMg is primarily determined by assiste
hopping between Bpz orbitals through Mg orbitals; for each
B atom there are three such hopping paths through nea
neighbor Mg atoms. With the defect present, one of th
three paths now passes through the defect site. This
hopping path results in an out-of-plane force on the B ato
We assume the magnitude of this effect to be one-third
that found for a fully substituted Mg plane, which we a
proximate using the energy vs layer spacing,ED(c), for fully
substitutedDB2. Thus we consider the change in spaci
between the two displaced hexagonal rings, 2dz, to contrib-
ute an energy per B given by13 ED(cMg12dz). We have
calculated the binding-energy curvesED(c) within DFT for
AlB2 , NaB2, and ‘‘vacancy-substituted’’ B2; the results are
shown in Fig. 2. All can be accurately represented by
Morse potential, which is the form we will use in the discu
sion below.

The second effect is the restoring force experienced by
displaced B atoms, due to the strong covalent bondingwithin
the B planes. For the small displacements we are conside
it is reasonable to take this effect to be harmonic indz, again
weighted by 1/3. Thus we take the total-energy change pe
to be

E~dz!5 1
3 K~dz!21 1

3 kw2@12e2(cMg12dz2cD)/w#2, ~1!

wherew is the width of the Morse potential,kw2 its depth,
and cD its equilibrium interlayer spacing. For smallcMg
2cD , it is easy to show that this energy is minimized f
2dz5(cD2cMg)/(11K/2k). In other words, for impurities
whose size is comparable to Mg, the displacement is linea
the size mismatch and reduced by the factor 11K/2k ~which
is typically in the range 5–10!; this is consistent with the
DFT results shown in Fig. 1. Qualitatively, whencD is close
to cMg , as it is for AlB2 and NaB2, the equilibrium displace-
ment represents a balance between the harmonic resto
force 2

3 Kudzu and a nearly harmonic~attractive or repulsive!
force 2

3 k(cMg2cD12dz) from the interlayer bonding.

.

t-
.

FIG. 2. First-principles cohesive energy of completely sub
tuted MgB2, versus interlayer spacing. Curves are fits to Mo
potentials. The vertical dotted line marks the equilibrium interlay
spacing for MgB2.
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For the vacancy there is a very large size mismatch:cvac is
over 40% smaller thancMg . Thus for any reasonable dis
placement, the hexagons experience only a weak attrac
force from the tail of the Morse potential. Hence the ene
is minimized for a very small displacement,dz'
20.007 Å, in agreement with the negligible displaceme
given by DFT. Qualitatively, the result of a large size m
match is to largely preempt the mechanism of interla
binding, leading to very small displacements strongly s
pressed by the penalty for perturbing the planarity of the
layer.

The origin of the large mismatch betweencMg and cvac
can best be understood by comparing the band structure
the fully substitutedDB2 compounds at their equilibrium
interlayer spacings. For these pure compounds~as well as the
parent material! interlayer bonding arises primarily from th
interaction between Bpz orbitals in different layers. This
interaction depends on the assisted hopping throughs andpz
orbitals located on theD site. However, for the fully ‘‘va-
cancy substituted’’ compound the occupancy of thep bands
is so much reduced that their contribution to bonding
comes quite small. At the same time, thes bands acquire
substantialz dispersion fromppp hopping, which contrib-
utes to bonding. Even for high vacancy concentrations~with-
out complete removal of a Mg plane! it is impossible to
engage thes bands in interlayer bonding by any reasona
dimpling of the B planes, because the planes remain too
apart. As a result, hardly any distortion occurs at all: inde
even for 50% vacancies within a single Mg plane, the int
layer spacing changes by less than 0.05 Å.

We have established that the defects leading to the lar
B displacements are Mg-plane substitutional impurities w
a large size mismatch~but not Mg vacancies!. We now esti-
mate the magnitude of the interband scattering associ
with displacements from such impurities. We assume that
only relevant scattering is that due to the out-of-plane dis
tion, dz, and use the analogy between the formulas12 for the
impurity-induced scattering rate,

g imp5pnimp

(kk8d~«k!d~«k8!udVkk8u
2

(kd~«k!
, ~2!

and the electron-phonon coupling constant,

l5
(n,kk8d~«k!d~«k8!uM n,kk8u

2/\vn,kÀk8
(kd~«k!

. ~3!

Herenimp is the impurity concentration;dVkk8 is the matrix
element of the impurity perturbation potential~defined as the
difference between the full crystal potentials with and wi
out an impurity!; «k is the electron energy with respect to th
Fermi level; vnk is the phonon frequency;M k,k8 is the
electron-ion matrix element^kzdV/dQnzk8&, wheredV/dQn

is the derivative of the crystal potential with respect to t
phonon normal coordinateQ5A2mv/\x; and the summa-
tions are over all electron states and all phonon branche12

To proceed we make three approximations, all qual
tively reasonable if not quantitatively reliable. First, we a
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sume that in-plane phonons, including the well-knownE2g
modes, contribute little tointerband electron-phonon cou-
pling; this follows from the same symmetry arguments giv
in Ref. 7. Second, we assume by the same reasoning
interband impurity scattering comes only from the out-o
plane relaxation of B atoms. Finally, we approximate Eq.~2!
as

g imp'12pnimpS (
k

d~«k! D ^udV/duzu2&~dz!2, ~4!

and likewise Eq.~3! as

l'2S (
k

d~«k! D ^udV/duzu2&/2mv2. ~5!

Here we have assumed that the average of the crystal po
tial with respect to the vertical displacement of the B atom
the same in both cases. The numerical factors 12 and 2
the coordination of Mg and the number of B atoms in t
unit cell, respectively.

First-principles calculations give the interband part of t
electron-phonon coupling as;0.2.1 The phonon frequencie
for the out-of-plane modes are about 400 cm21. Using these
values, the scattering rate is given byg imp
'50nimp(dz)2 eV, wheredz is in Å. Hence for 2% Al dop-
ing we findg imp'1.1 meV. For 2% Na doping we estima
a similar scattering rate,g imp'1.3 meV. These scatterin
rates are small, but should still have a measurable effec
the superconducting gaps and temperature. The effect on
gaps is difficult to estimate without full Eliashberg calcul
tions. The reduction ofTc can be easily estimated using E
~13! from Ref. 2, which gives 2.0–2.5 K~in addition to any
suppression due to the electron doping of thes band!. While
this is a small reduction compared to the changes observe
heavily electron-doped samples, the underlying mechan
is quite different. In particular, pair breaking from interban
scattering is unique in that it reducesTc and the gap ratio
while simultaneously increasing the smaller gap.2 This dis-
tinctive behavior should facilitate the separation of interba
scattering from other sources ofTc reduction.

Finally, we suggest that an especially attractive test
these predictions would be simultaneous codoping by eq
parts Al and Na. This would effectively be an isoelectron
substitution, and any effect on the superconducting prop
ties could then be ascribed to impurity-induced interba
scattering. Moreover, Na and Al induce distortions of t
same magnitude but of the opposite sign, which should m
gate the effects of a reduction in scattering due to poss
short-range ordering of the impurities.

In conclusion, we have performed first-principles calcu
tions of the lattice distortion in MgB2 induced by severa
common substitutional~for Mg! impurities, and a Mg va-
cancy. We find out-of-plane displacements as large as 0.0
for common impurities such as Al and Na. The magnitu
and sign of the displacement are mainly determined by
ionic size of the impurity. On the other hand, for the M
vacancy we find an essentially negligible displacement
5-3
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nearby B atoms. The different behavior of vacancies a
impurities is explained by a simple physical model represe
ing the competition between interlayer binding and intrala
planarity. We estimate the interband scattering rate due to
Na and Al impurities to be of order 1 meV, sufficiently larg
to give a detectable change in the superconducting trans
M
o

v

iro
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temperature. Finally, we propose that the codoped mate
Mg122xNaxAl xB2, which is isoelectronic with MgB2, should
provide an excellent test of these predictions.
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Research.
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